This article proposes a method for approximating integrated likelihoods in finite mixture models. We formulate the model in terms of the unobserved group memberships, z, and make them the variables of integration. The integral is then evaluated using importance sampling over the z. We propose an adaptive importance sampling function which is itself a mixture, with two types of component distributions, one concentrated and one diffuse. The more concentrated type of component serves the usual purpose of an importance sampling function, sampling mostly group assignments of high posterior probability. The less concentrated type of component allows for the importance sampling function to explore the space in a controlled way to find other, unvisited assignments with high posterior probability. Components are added adaptively, one at a time, to cover areas of high posterior probability not well covered by the current importance sampling function. The method is called incremental mixture importance sampling (IMIS).
INTRODUCTION
The integrated likelihood plays an essential role in Bayesian inference and testing as it is the central component of the Bayes factor for comparing two models. It also plays a role in Bayesian estimation, as the normalizing constant for the posterior distribution. The integrated likelihood of a model is I ≡ pr(y) = f (y|τ )p(τ )dτ,
( 1.1) where y denotes the observed data, f (y|τ ) is the likelihood function for the parameter τ under the model, and p(τ ) is the density (or probability mass function) for the prior distribution of τ given the model. Because the integrated likelihood often is not analytically tractable, a body of literature on the use of numerical methods for its calculation has developed. Evans and Swartz (1995) and Chen, Shao, and Ibrahim (2000) included methods based on quadrature rules, Laplace's method, importance sampling, and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). Combinations of MCMC with importance sampling and the Laplace method were considered by Rozenkranz and Raftery (1994) , Raftery (1996b) , and Lewis and Raftery (1997) . The Bayesian information criterion (BIC) can be used as the basis for an asymptotic approximation to the Bayes factor (Schwarz 1978; Kass and Wasserman 1995; Raftery 1995) .
For finite mixture models, however, none of these methods is fully satisfactory. Two features of mixture models make many current methods for approximating the integrated likelihood problematic. The first is that the model is not "regular" for testing and modelselection purposes. In regular models, the log-likelihood becomes approximately elliptically contoured when there are enough data, even when the true parameter values correspond to a lower-dimensional submodel that one is trying to test. In this standard situation, for example, the likelihood-ratio test statistic has an approximate asymptotic chi-squared distribution with degrees of freedom equal to the difference in the number of parameters. This does not hold in finite mixture models whenever one estimates a model with G components but the true number of components is smaller, so that the true parameter values lie on the edge of the parameter space (Lindsay 1995) . A second feature is the "label-switching" problem, namely that the likelihood is invariant to relabeling of the mixture components, and so has G! modes of the same height. Additional local modes are often present (Lindsay 1995; Titterington, Smith, and Makov 1985; Atwood, Wilson, Elston, and Bailey-Wilson 1992) .
The Laplace method (e.g., Tierney and Kadane 1986) provides an analytic approximation to the integrated likelihood based on the assumption that the posterior distribution is approximately elliptically contoured (e.g., Raftery 1996a), and when this assumption holds it can provide approximations of remarkable quality (e.g., Tierney and Kadane 1986; Grunwald, Guttorp, and Raftery 1993; Lewis and Raftery 1997) . However, for mixture models this assumption fails when the model being fit has G components and the actual number of components is smaller (Lindsay 1995) , which is a situation of great interest for model comparison and testing. Thus the Laplace method does not work in this situation.
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) can be used to estimate mixture models, and associated methods can be used to approximate integrated likelihoods (e.g., Chib 1995; Raftery 1996b ). However, in addition to the usual problems with MCMC methods (dependent samples, convergence issues, complexity of programming and implementation), in mixture models they can easily fall foul of the label-switching problem (Celeux 1997; Celeux, Hurn, and Robert 2000; Stephens 1997 Stephens , 2000b . For example, Neal (1998) pointed out that Chib's (1995) results for a mixture model were in error for this reason. The problem could be solved correctly using the methods of Chib and Jeliazkov (2001) . However, assessing the accuracy of the estimated integrated likelihoods is not trivial with MCMC because of the dependence between successive samples.
Our goal in this article is to propose adaptive importance sampling methods for integrated likelihoods in mixture models that are easy to implement and that avoid the difficulties we have been discussing. The success of any importance sampling method depends critically on the importance sampling function. Here we develop importance sampling functions for the component labels (rather than the parameters of the component densities) that are themselves mixtures and are specified adaptively. We propose two approaches to this. The first takes defensive mixture importance sampling (Hesterberg 1995; Raghavan and Cox 1998) as a starting point, and the second is based on sampling via perturbation of an initial grouping that has high posterior probability.
One key advantage of our approach is that the algorithm does not become more complicated as the complexity of the underlying mixture densities increases. Implementation for higher dimensional mixtures is similar to that for one-dimensional mixtures, reducing the coding burden normally associated with adapting Markov chain Monte Carlo methods to various problems. It seems to provide quite good approximations to the integrated likelihood, reliable estimates of the associated standard error, and is easily monitored for convergence of the estimate.
Section 2 reviews mixture models, presents our importance sampling based estimators, and shows how they are applied in the context of multimodality due to the label-switching problem. Section 3 contains simulation results motivated by problems in astronomy and medical research. Section 4 discusses advantages, limitations, other methods and directions for future research.
INTEGRATED LIKELIHOODS FOR MIXTURE MODELS VIA IMPORTANCE SAMPLING

INTEGRATED LIKELIHOODS FOR FINITE MIXTURE MODELS
Let y = (y 1 , . . . , y n ) be a realization from a G-component mixture distribution. The corresponding likelihood is
where the π j 's are mixing proportions that sum to 1, π = (π 1 , . . . , π G ), and the θ j 's are component-specific parameter vectors with θ = (θ 1 , . . . , θ G ) . Each observation, y i , arises from one of the G component densities, f j , j = 1, . . . , G, but the group memberships are unknown. The parameter π j is the unknown probability of an observation arising from f j . To obtain the integrated likelihood, or marginal probability of the data, the joint distribution of y and τ = (θ, π) is integrated with respect to the unknown parameters:
where p(θ, π) is the prior density for (θ, π). Analytic integration of (2.2) is usually not feasible. The component membership for y i may be thought of as an unobserved random variable. When the component membership is known, the likelihood takes a simpler form. Let z i ≡ (z i1 , . . . , z iG ) be the vector that indicates component membership for the ith observation such that z ij = 1 if y i is from component j and 0 otherwise. The n × G matrix z ≡ {z 1 , . . . , z n } gives the component membership for the entire sample. Then
In (2.3), the summation is over the G possible values of z i , and in (2.4) the summation is over all G n possible values of z. Note that we have assumed that p(
In the rest of this article, we also assume that θ and π are independent a priori, so that p(θ, π) = p(θ)p(π) (where it is understood that the p(·)'s refer to different functions, depending on the argument).
This formulation simplifies part of the problem because the inner integral of (2.4) (an integration with respect to τ = (θ, π)) often can be evaluated analytically, or at least closely approximated via the Laplace method or a similar approach, and may also be more amenable to numerical integration via quadrature. The problem then takes the following general form
(2.5)
For the purposes of this article, we will assume that integration with respect to (θ, π) can be done analytically. Desai (2000) and Desai and Emond (2004) treated cases where numerical methods are needed for integration with respect to (θ, π).
DEFENSIVE MIXTURE IMPORTANCE SAMPLING
Because of the large number of possible allocations of observations to components, sampling based methods are required to calculate the integral (2.5). A simple Monte Carlo approach to integration would sample z from its marginal distribution, p(z). A Dirichlet prior on π induces a Dirichlet-multinomial prior distribution on z. If a group assignment z is sampled from that induced prior distribution, then one could calculate an empirical averageÎ
where the z t , t = 1 . . . T are sampled from p(z). However, the prior distribution on the component labels will be far too diffuse for many problems because many group assignments will have low posterior probability, yielding unstableÎ MC estimates. Hammersley and Handscomb (1964) first suggested sampling from an "importance sampling distribution," g (z) , that samples more often from "important" parts of the space of integration, yielding the importance sampling estimatê
There is an optimal g(z) from which to sample. If one could sample from p(z|y) and had access to its analytic form, then
is a zero-variance estimator of I. However, knowledge of p(z|y) requires the unknown p(y), and so it is not available. Still, this gives hope that one could find an importance sampling function close to the optimal p(z|y) that would give estimates with lower variance than the Monte Carlo estimator. Wei and Tanner (1990) suggested that p(z|τ , y) would make a good substitute for p(z|y) in an imputation context (where, in their case, z represented missing observations andτ represented the value of τ maximizing p(y|τ )). However, in the mixture problem, the likelihood is typically multimodal and this importance sampling function is often concentrated around sets of labelings corresponding to just one likelihood mode, and so may not be a good approximation to p(z|y). An overly concentrated importance sampling function causes difficulties because it may increase the variance of estimates of I, due to the high variability in the weights. For instance, if g(z) is small for a z that gives a large value of p(z) and p(y|z), then the importance sampling estimate may have a very large variance. Hesterberg (1995) suggested a simple fix for this particular drawback of importance sampling. Although mixtures of importance sampling functions had been proposed in the past (Oh and Berger 1993; West 1993; Givens and Raftery 1996) , Hesterberg (1995) was the first to suggest using the Monte Carlo sampling function, p(z), as a component of the mixture importance sampling function δp(z) + (1 − δ)g(z), giving the following importance sampling estimator
where g(z) is the usual sampling function that covers important parts of the space as before.
One of the appealing advantages of using this defensive mixture importance sampling function is that the importance sampling weights w * (z) are bounded by 1/δ. The choice δ = 1 results in theÎ MC estimator, while δ = 0 gives theÎ IS estimator with importance sampling function g(z). Hesterberg notes that a K-component mixture could also be used 10) which would allow one to sample from different parts of the space.
CHOICES OF g(z)
One promising choice of g (z) is Wei and Tanner's (1990) proposal, p(z|τ , y) . Sampling from p(z|τ , y) is simple to do, as one need only sample each component label from a multinomial distribution with probabilities equal to the conditional probabilities of group membership for each observation. An advantage of sampling on the component labels is that the sampling does not depend on the dimensionality of the data or the underlying parameter space. Multinomial sampling is fast and computationally inexpensive.
Still, using p(z|τ , y) has drawbacks. One is that it uses only one of the G! possible specifications ofτ . The likelihood surface has G! modes corresponding to the G! different component labelings. For a likelihood symmetric prior distribution on the parameters (the most common choice in the literature), using a particularτ for p(z|τ , y) would result in either an underestimation of p(y) (because certain parts of the space would rarely be visited) or estimates of p(y) with high empirical variance (because of the larger importance sampling weights associated with sampling rare component labelings under a particularτ ). Some authors have addressed difficulties with the multiple likelihood modes due to label-switching by specifying ordering contraints on the parameters by, for example, constraining θ 1 > θ 2 for a two-component mixture (Richardson and Green 1997) . There are two drawbacks to this sort of prior specification. First, ordering components can become complicated as the dimensionality of θ i and the number of groups both increase. Second, other researchers have found that ordering the components can cause computational and inferential difficulties (see, e.g., Celeux et al. 2000 and Stephens 2000) .
Another difficulty with sampling from p(z|τ , y) is that p(z|τ , y) often contains many values close to 1, which does not allow the importance sampling function to explore much of the space of component labels. In order to overcome the difficulties associated with sampling from p(z|τ , y), we suggest two other importance sampling functions based on p(z|τ , y) in the following subsections.
A Label-Switching Dependent Product of Multinomials
First, we introduce the following label-switching version of p (z|τ , y) . In most problems, there will be observations that have values of p(z i |τ , y) very close to 1. In fact, many of these values will essentially be 1 to within rounding error. We will use these points as representative points to set a particular labeling of the components, and then sample the rest of the observations according to p(z|τ s , y), whereτ s has the maximum likelihood estimates labeled according to the labeling of the representative points.
We now more formally describe the algorithm. Letẑ be the n × G matrix of p(z ij |τ 1 , y) resulting from the EM algorithm, where each row sums to 1. Assume the observations are ordered such that max jẑij > max jẑ(i+1)j , for all i. Now assign the observations to components in the following way. For the first observation, let
In other words, observation 1 will be assigned to the components uniformly. Next, assign observation 2 to a group according to the following:
where k 1 is the group to which observation 1 was assigned and l 1 = argmax jẑ 1j , that is, theẑ matrix column for which observation 1 has the highest conditional probability. Observation 2 has high probability of being assigned to the same group as observation 1 if they have high conditional probability for the same group label according toẑ, otherwise observation 2 will be assigned uniformly to the remaining groups. Now, if observation 2 is assigned to a different group than observation 1, assign observation 3 in the following way:
If argmax jẑ 2j = k 1 :
where l 2 = argmax j z 2j and k 2 is the group to which observation 2 was assigned. If observation 2 is assigned to group k 1 , then assign observation 3 according to the following:
Continue assigning observations in this way until G − 1 representatives have been assigned, which then leads to assignment of observations according to a permuted version of the originalẑ matrix. The optimal situation in which to use such a sampling method would be when theẑ matrix has G − 1 observations such that each observation has probability very close to 1, but all for different groups. This way, one would be sampling from permuted versions of theẑ matrix, without incurring the extra computational expense necessary to sample from a specificẑ and then randomly permute the labels (as the importance sampling function g(z) in this case would have G! summands to be calculated at each iteration). The joint probability of any simulated z value, z * , is easy to calculate, since
, where each probability is determined by the algorithm and requires only recording the probability used at the time of sampling. It may also be viewed as a sequential importance sampling function (Liu, Chen, and Wong 1998; MacEachern, Clyde, and Liu 1999) .
This dependent sampling method addresses the multimodality of the likelihood due to label-switching, but does not address a problem inherent in using aẑ matrix that contains many values very close to either zero or one. We propose a second potential candidate for importance sampling that addresses this drawback of using such aẑ matrix for multinomial sampling.
A Product of Dirichlet-Multinomials
One of the problems with sampling only from the prior on z, p(z), is that many observations that "should" be in the same group will not be with high probability (or observations that "should not" be in the same group together will be with high probability). We propose using theẑ matrix to determine preliminary groupings of observations, and then applying the Dirichlet-Multinomial sampling function to each of these groups individually. By doing so, a weak dependency is built among observations which have high posterior probability of belonging to the same group.
As before, letẑ be the matrix of p(z ij |τ , y) for a specific permutation of the component labels. Create G groups by assigning observations, initially, to group l i , where l i = argmax jẑ ij . Then, for each nonempty group r, (r = 1, . . . , G), sample η r from a Dirichlet distribution with parameter vector α r = (α r1 , . . . , α rG ). Now, for each group, reassign observations to groups according to their group-specific η r .
One could envision many different values of the parameters α r , but we found that taking α rj = 1 for all r, j works reasonably well. The reason for this is that the sampling distribution assigns observations symmetrically to groups (which obviates the difficulties due to label switching encountered with use of p(z|τ , y) directly) and also gives a fair number of samples of z such that the G initial groupings remain roughly intact. The required probabilities g 2 (z) are
where n rj is the number of observations from the rth group assigned to the jth group. Our two proposed sampling distributions accomplish different goals. The label-switching dependent product of multinomials primarily samples label allocations that correspond to one specific likelihood mode of the parameters. For well-separated mixtures, one would expect these allocations to provide most of the mass in
However, due to the presence of local modes beyond those due to label-switching, sampling from theẑ matrix corresponding to just one mode will probably be inefficient. The product of Dirichlet-multinomials will sample other parts of the space more often, which helps to guard against large importance sampling weights.
INCREMENTAL MIXTURE IMPORTANCE SAMPLING (IMIS)
The importance sampling functions we have just described can miss areas of high posterior probability. To avoid this, we propose adaptively specifying the mixture importance sampling function by incrementally adding components to the mixture to capture parts of the space that have been missed. We use a mixture importance sampling function (as in Geyer 1991), based on several τ * j 's, where each τ * j = (θ * , π * ) corresponds to a local posterior mode in the parameter space. In the notation of Section 2.2, we will be adaptively constructing a function of the form
where J is the number of posterior modes, g 1j (z) is a concentrated sampling functions centered at the jth mode, g 2j (z) is a dispersed sampling function centered at the jth mode, and p(z) is the prior distribution on z. One could imagine many choices for δ and the δ ij 's, but we have found that the sampling algorithm is not very sensitive to the precise choice of the δ ij 's. We have found that one often needs only to bound δ away from 0 and 1, as suggested by Hesterberg (1995) and as discussed by Steele (2002) . Therefore, in the examples that follow, we will use δ 1j = δ 2j = 1/(2J) and δ = 0.5.
Implementation requires a method for choosing the τ * j 's. Note that the posterior probability of any group assignment, p(z|y), is proportional to p(y, z). A missed area of high posterior probability would be indicated by a large value of the summand used in calculatingÎ, so that p(y, z)/g(z) would be large. At each iteration of our incremental algorithm, a new importance sampling function is specified by adding a mixture component to the importance sampling function at the previous iteration. The component added corresponds to the z t with the highest summand value at the previous iteration, p(y, z t )/g(z t ). We then add two additional components to the mixture corresponding to a new local mode, z * , based on p(z|τ * , y), where τ * is the mode of p(τ |y, z * ).
It is impossible to know for certain when the IMIS algorithm has stabilized. The only way to guarantee convergence would be to include one component for each of the G n allocations of observations to groups. It could always be the case that there is a pathological z that yields a very large value for the importance sampling weight and for p(y|z). It should be noted that the problem of local modes is a problem that is shared by all importance sampling and Monte Carlo methods. However, as the number of components increases, the probability of missing isolated modes will decrease due to the sampling of labels from the prior distribution. We will assume that the IMIS algorithm has approached convergence when the variability of theÎ k value and its associated coefficient of variation have stabilized.
If the addition of components to the distribution does not change the variance or the value ofÎ, then one can assume that the local modes corresponding to the later components have either already been covered by other components or do not contribute much to the estimate of I.
The add-one methodology retains most of the simplicity of the original proposed importance sampling method, but has the flexibility to sample from important parts of the space neglected by other importance sampling functions based on only one initial τ * . We call the resulting algorithm incremental mixture importance sampling (IMIS).
EXAMPLES
We now present two applications of the adaptive importance sampling method. The first example is a common one-dimensional Gaussian mixture example showing that the method works well compared to a Markov chain Monte Carlo method. The second example is a three-dimensional Gaussian mixture example from the medical literature.
GALAXY DATA
The first example shows an attempt to approximate the integrated likelihood for a dataset involving velocities of galaxies (Postman, Huchra, and Geller 1986) , discussed by Roeder (1990) . The number of possible groups of galaxies is the question of interest for this dataset. Although Stephens (2000a) used a mixture of t-distributions, most other authors who have analyzed these data have used mixtures of Gaussians, and we will do likewise in order to facilitate comparisons with other methods.
Liang and Wong (2001) suggested a simulated annealing MCMC approach for calculating normalizing constants combined with bridge sampling (Meng and Wong 1996) . Their method, called evolutionary Monte Carlo (EMC), requires running several (in their examples, 20) Markov chains, each of which samples from f i (τ ) = (p(y|τ, G)) ui p(τ |G), where u i = 0, 0.05, . . . , 1.0 is different for each chain. Their primary contribution was to suggest an evolutionary Monte Carlo approach for swapping parts of the sample vector τ among chains. The annealed MCMC approach allowed the chain to visit the multiple modes of the likelihood. Neal (1998) pointed out that Chib's (1995) Gibbs sampling approach for the same galaxy dataset was inadequate because it did not visit all the modes of the mixture likelihood surface. We compare IMIS to the method of Liang and Wong (2001) , viewed as a state-of-the-art representative of MCMC approaches to the problem. Note that their method will become more difficult to implement as the dimensionality of the data (and therefore τ ) increases.
For the galaxy data, we use a conjugate Normal-Inverse-χ 2 prior for the mean and variance parameters, namely which is similar to the prior used by Chib (1995) and by Liang and Wong (2001) , with the difference that they did not use a conjugate prior, but instead assumed prior independence of the mean and variance parameters. We used the standard uniform Dirichlet prior for the mixing parameters. Table 1 shows the values of I estimated by IMIS, by Monte Carlo sampling from the prior on τ and, as a "gold" standard, by a much longer run of Liang and Wong's (2001) EMC method. The gold standard estimate consists of 25,000 sample points from a chain of length 1.25 million, taking every 50th value of τ . This was done in order to ensure high quality of the estimate and to avoid problems with dependence amongst values of τ . Still, because it consists of only one run, the estimate of I in Table 1 has no associated standard error. The short runs are an attempt to match the amount of computational time required for a reasonable run of the adaptive importance sampling method. Table 1 shows that IMIS provides accurate estimates of log(Î). The coefficients of variation are low and all runs produce approximate 95% confidence bands forÎ within 1.0 of the "gold" standard long EMC estimate. This is adequate for interpretation on the standard scale for interpreting Bayes factors (Jeffreys 1961; Kass and Raftery 1995) , which views a Bayes factor of three or less as weak evidence or, in Jeffreys's words, "evidence not worth more than a bare mention." Sampling from the prior gives a reasonably good answer when averaged over the 10 trials, but the variability across those 10 trials is unacceptable, especially as the dimension of the problem increases. Figure 1 shows how the estimates ofÎ vary for a randomly selected run as components are added to the mixture importance sampling function. IMIS allows one to continue adding components until the estimates ofÎ stabilize. Note that all the estimates are unbiased; the purpose of adding components is to improve precision. The plot shows that for G = 2 and G = 3, 10 to 15 components would be enough to obtain reasonably good estimates of I. For G = 4 or G = 5 components, 20 to 25 components might be needed, whereas for G = 6 and G = 7, it might be worth going beyond even the 51 components used here. shows trace plots for each of the 10 runs for G = 2 to 7 components, and Figure 3 shows the 10 IMIS final estimates using a larger number of simulations. Table 2 shows the running times for each method. The table lists the time required for one run of the adaptive importance sampling method, a short run of the EMC method, and a single 1.25 × 10 5 run of the standard Monte Carlo sampling algorithm. The adaptive importance sampling method takes less time to run than a run of the EMC algorithm for each number of components. The Monte Carlo approach is faster for G < 7, but then actually takes longer than the adaptive importance sampling approach for G = 7. Of course, the high variability of Monte Carlo integration for this example makes it undesirable, and it is included here only for comparison.
DIABETES DATA
Next we consider a higher-dimensional example from the medical literature (Reaven and Miller 1979) . The dataset consists of blood measures of insulin, glucose, and insulin resistance levels (SSPG) for 145 diabetes patients; the pairs plot of the data is shown in Figure  4 . Fraley and Raftery (1998) analyzed the dataset using model-based clustering. Even with only three dimensions, the problem becomes hard to analyze using the evolutionary Monte Carlo method. Proposing good covariance matrices is hard to do and also expensive. The Monte Carlo and basic importance sampling methods fail because the dimensionality of the problem is too high, even for a model with G = 2 components, which has 6 + 12 + 1 = 19 parameters. IMIS requires no special adjustments or tuning, because the sampling is done only on the component labels, and the only changes that need to be made to go from one dimension to more are the likelihood and prior functions. Table 3 and Figure 5 shows the IMIS-estimated log-integrated likelihoods for G from 2 −23.74, −22.85, −21.17) to 5 using values of K ranging from 51 (for G = 2) to 101 (for G = 5) adaptive components and T = 100,000. The four plots of Figure 5 show the IMIS-estimated values of log(I) (the solid line and left vertical axis) and the estimates of coefficients of variation (the dashed line and the right vertical axis) for the four different models under consideration as the number of fitted modes (and therefore the number of components in the IMIS sampling distribution) increases. We see results similar to those from the one-dimensional galaxy example, as the two-and three-component model estimates appear to be very stable, whereas the four and five component model model estimates are acceptable. Note that large variability in the log(Î) estimates (the solid line) are usually accompanied by large values of the coefficient of variation (the dashed line). This is encouaraging, as it indicates that the IMIS algorithm provides reasonable estimates of the uncertainty of the log(Î) values. Table 3 also includes results for a parallel MCMC algorithm which does not include the EMC cross-over moves (which makes it essentially a parallel tempering algorithm with bridge sampling used to estimate the normalizing constant). The parallel tempering algorithm was significantly more difficult to tune and took much longer (approximately 10 hours of computation for the three-group problem as compared to hours for IMIS). The parallel tempering runs used Metropolis updates for the parameters that yielded reasonable acceptance rates across chains (although this was difficult to monitor). Because of difficulties with initializing the optimal bridge sampling estimator, we used the geometric bridge sampling function of Meng and Wong (1996) . The use of this bridge-sampling function also allowed us to trace the value of theÎ BS estimate over the course of the MCMC simulations.
Our table includes three separate values for the MCMC algorithm, one obtained for each of three possible lengths of "burn-in" for the 31 parallel chains of 500,000 iterations (thinned by taking every 10th value). The first value in the triad corresponds to an estimate with 5,000 iterations allocated to burn-in and 45,000 allocated to estimation ofÎ. The second value in the triad corresponds to 15,000 burn-in iterations and 35,000 for estimation and the third value corresponds to 40,000 burn-in and 10,000 for estimation. We can see a possible disadvantage of using the MCMC approach in that different allocations of iterations to burnin and estimation give differing values ofÎ with no estimate of the coefficient of variation to guide which value is "best."
Figures 6 and 7 shows theÎ BS paths for our three choices for the amount of burn-in for the two simplest models considered, G = 2, 3. The difficulty of monitoring and tuning the MCMC algorithm for this more complex problem suggests an advantage of the IMIS algorithm for higher dimensional problems. The large difference in estimatedÎ's between our method and the bridge sampling method is alarming. We ran a much longer run for the three-group model (1 million iterations thinned to 100,000) and for certain burn-in values (up to 70,000) we gotÎ values on the order of −2,408 using bridge sampling, which is well above that which is apparently well estimated by the IMIS algorithm. Because of the difficulty of tuning the bridge sampling algorithm for this small example, we excluded the method from the simulation study in the following section.
SIMULATION STUDY
We conducted a simulation study using trivariate normal densities similar to the one for the diabetes dataset. We simulated 100 random datasets and used the IMIS algorithm to estimate the integrated likelihood for 2, 3, 4, and 5 components. We restricted the algorithm to 50,000 iterations at each adaptive level and allowed for the addition of 25 total IMIS sampling functions to the final mixture estimation.
The IMIS algorithm proved to be extremely stable, as shown by Because calculation of normalizing constants for multivariate normal mixtures of this type is difficult for even sophisticated integration methods, we compare the results for the IMIS method to those obtained using an analytical model selection criterion, the BIC. Because the data were simulated from a normal mixture distribution, we should see a rough correspondence (although not an exact match) between the results for the IMIS integrated likelihoods and the BIC as calculated using the mclust software package. Table 5 gives the comparison results for the 100 experiments. In 84% of the experiments, the IMIS estimate of the integrated likelihoods and the BIC values based on the maximum likelihood estimates both chose the correct model (the model with three mixture components). However, this does not take into consideration the IMIS estimates of the integrated likelihood that were in doubt because of high coefficients of variation. Table 5 also shows that the IMIS estimate of the integrated likelihoods and the BIC values agree on a three-component model for 53 of 60 (89%) of the experiments where the estimated coefficient of variation was less than 0.3.
We remark that the examples for which the BIC and IMIS estimate of the integrated likelihoods disagree do not indicate necessarily that the IMIS has misestimated the integrated likelihood, as the priors used in the experiments to calculate the integrated likelihoods are different from those that are approximated via the BIC.
DISCUSSION
We have proposed a general approach for calculating integrated likelihoods for finite mixture models via an adaptive mixture importance sampling, called IMIS. We used two types of sampling functions in the adaptive mixture sampling distribution, one concentrated on particular posterior modes and one that was relatively spread out over the parameter space. The resulting algorithm is relatively easy to implement compared to competing MCMC methods and runs more quickly than a standard MCMC implementation. Because each iteration is independent, one can obtain reasonable standard error estimates for the estimated integrated likelihood values, especially as the number of adaptive components increases. MonitoringÎ as the algorithm adds components also gives the user the opportunity to adjust the settings of the algorithm in an attempt to improve performance (e.g., by adjusting δ K , K, and T ). One can also stop and restart the method at any point by outputting the stored z matrices (a similar advantage enjoyed by the MCMC methods). The bridge sampling and evolutionary Monte Carlo methods employed in this article could be improved upon. In order to make a fair comparison of our general IMIS method with an MCMC-based method, we used simple Metropolis proposal densities. Other proposal approaches and tuning parameters could have been used that may have increased the efficiency of the bridge sampling estimator (see Wild 1992 or Neal 2003 for examples). However, the fact that other more sophisticated (and computationally expensive) adjustments must be made in order to get better estimates from MCMC-based methods only makes the nearly automatic IMIS algorithm more attractive as a general method. Similarly, the methods of Gelman and Meng (1998) could provide better estimates, but only at the cost of greater computational complexity and without removing the fundamental dependence in the MCMC sampled values. For further comparison of MCMC and importance sampling methods, see Stephens and Donnelly (2000) .
Although implemented here only for mixture models, the method could be extended to the calculation of Bayes factors for other types of latent or missing data models. We think that the method could be useful for some other models for which the EM algorithm can be used to obtain maximum likelihood or posterior mode parameter estimates. More generally, it seems that the basic idea of IMIS, namely incrementally adding components to a mixture importance sampling function to cover areas of substantial contribution to the integral not well covered by the current function, could be applied to many importance sampling problems. Of course, there are issues of implementation to be addressed for each application.
Other approaches have been proposed for approximating the integrated likelihood for mixture models by using EM algorithm output. One approach is the Cheeseman-Stutz (1995) estimatorÎ
where h(ẑ) = p(ẑ|y,τ ). This is related to a simple case of an importance sampling function on the component labels. If one were to sample T times from h(z), the importance sampling estimator would beÎ
So the Cheeseman-Stutz (1995) estimator is equivalent to taking one summand of the importance sampling estimator above atẑ, that is,
This estimator will not be unbiased in general, as the expectation over z is being taken inside the function v(z), rather than outside, and the latter is needed to ensure unbiasedness. Note that the published derivation of the Cheeseman-Stutz estimator was based on a Laplace approximation that is not valid in general for mixture models. Biernacki, Celeux, and Govaert (2000) proposed the integrated classification likelihood (ICL), which is similar to the Cheeseman-Stutz estimator in that it is based on a single value of z, but instead replaces the z in v(z) withẑ M , the most likely labeling of the components given the data andτ , and then integrates the resulting completed likelihood over τ . Thus Biernacki et al. (2000) reported
Biernacki et al. did not suggest that this is an approximation to the integrated likelihood, but instead argued that it is useful in its own right. It is worth noting that p(y|ẑ M ) is a component of v(ẑ M ) with importance sampling function h(z) = p(z) (i.e., p(y|ẑ M ) is one potential summand ofÎ MC where the z t are sampled from p(z)).
The methods proposed in this article are closest in spirit to the adaptive importance sampling methods of Raghavan and Cox (1998) . They proposed a method for calculating the optimal δ for defensive mixture importance sampling in the context of estimating several integrands. They used a complex minimization and reweighting scheme to match the asymptotic variances of several importance sampling estimators based on the randomly sampled values. Our method also shares similarities with the adaptive importance sampling method of West (1993) . We do not collapse the mixture importance sampling components as West advocated because we felt the reduction in sampling complexity was not worth the additional computational expense.
Our methods are also related to the nonparametric importance sampling estimator of Zhang (1996) , in that we choose an adaptive importance sampling function. Adaptive methods for estimating an intractable p(z) were described by Escobar (1995) , Givens and Raftery (1996) , and Oh and Berger (1993) . Our approach here is to use a mixture to approximate p(z|y), rather than p(z). Owen and Zhou (2000) discussed the use of control variates to improve the performance of defensive mixture importance sampling for integration. The control variate method provided impressive gains in efficiency for their examples. It should be possible to improve results by using their method at certain places in the IMIS algorithm. It might prove useful because of the large number of adaptive components used, as their method uses the components of a mixture importance sampling function as control variates to reduce both the potential for underestimation of integrands and to guard against high variance of estimates.
There are various other potential ways to improve our method, albeit at the cost of increased complexity. Based on our experience to date, we have used δ = 0.5 (i.e., taking half of the samples from the prior at all stages) and δ k = 0.5 K−1 for all other components. Hesterberg (1995) suggested values of δ between 0.1 and 0.5. A possible improvement on the current method would be to estimate δ from previous importance sampling runs (Raghavan and Cox 1998) .
Another parameter of the adaptive IS method that one needs to consider is T , the number of samples drawn at each step of the algorithm. We take T to be 10,000 and 100,000 in the two examples. There is a trade-off between choosing large values for K and T . Increasing K for fixed T gives accurate results in a reasonable amount of time. One could suggest, however, a schedule of T K such that the number of samples at each iteration varied for different numbers of adaptive components. We have roughly implemented this by increasing T to 10T for the final estimate of I in the implementation for this article.
